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Title of Image
Self-Portrait Reflecting Pomona, Goddess of Abundance

Dimensions of Image
25" x 18 1/2" x 1"

Medium of Image
Pastel Drawing on Black paper

Price of Image
NFS

Artist Statement
Inspired by my spiritual practice of yoga and meditation, I explore the connection of body, mind and spirit in my artwork. As a creative discipline, yoga enhances the breath energy as a vehicle for self-discovery. Whether my creation is a drawing, painting or monotype, each piece explores the connection of body, mind and spirit. My creative soul finds emotional and spiritual expression through a variety of media. My strengths lie in the area of fine art, with a current focus on Painting, Printmaking and Wearable Art. My work is characterized by expressive brushstrokes, texture and organic shapes. I seek to communicate our divine connection to the Earth and the Cosmos through my landscape paintings. Intrigued by the work of Giuseppe Acrimboldo, I created a self-portrait utilizing fruits and vegetables. Such imagery represents how we as human beings are at one with Mother Nature. We are all connected to the plants and animals as well as to one another.